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Statement of Need
These grand rounds are being held for UCI and community physicians and researchers to increase knowledge and give updated information on radiological science topics and research.

Target Audience
Attending physicians, fellows and residents of the UCI Department of Radiological Science located at UCIMC, community physicians, researchers and scientists, and other health care professionals.

Objectives
At the conclusion of this activity, the participant should be able to:
1. Utilize enhanced skills in performing procedures and interpreting diagnostic results.
2. Discuss the latest and most appropriate medical diagnostic methods.

Faculty Disclosure
Nasim Sheikh-Bahaei MD, MRCP, FRCR, has disclosed that she has no relevant financial relationships to disclose.

Course Director/Planners
Joseph Burns, MD, PhD, Anton Hasso, MD, Scott Goodwin, MD, have disclosed that, as course director, planners and content reviewers, that they have no affiliations, arrangements or financial agreements which could be perceived as a potential conflict of interest. Ashley Valdivia, as administrative staff, has disclosed that she has no affiliations, arrangements or financial agreements which could be perceived as a potential conflict of interest.

Accreditation Statement
The University of California, Irvine School of Medicine is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

Credit Designation Statement
The University of California, Irvine School of Medicine designates this live activity for a maximum of 1 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

ADA Statement
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, we will make every reasonable effort to accommodate your request. For any special requests, please contact Ashley Valdivia at (714) 456-3685 before the meeting date.

The Department of Radiological Sciences, University of California – Irvine, recognizes the generosity of The Bertha and John Garabedian Charitable Foundation (Award Number GCF-56705) for its continued support of resident education.